
1. appropriate!! ..... difficult, not easy to analyze
2. aspect! ! ..... a society/organization; begin, initiate something
3. consequence! ..... suitable, acceptable
4. region! ! ..... a class or division of things with shared features
5. relevant ! ! ..... a part or feature; a way of looking at something
6. strategy ! ! ..... give money or time and effort to doing something
7. category! ! ..... different than something
8. element ! ! ..... eat, drink; buy goods
9. impact! ! ..... a result or an effect of an action or situation
10. distinct ! ! ..... effect of something on another
11. invest! ! ..... a plan of action or policy to achieve an objective
12. consume! ! ..... closely connect or appropriate
13. institute! ! ..... build; an idea or theory
14. construct! ! ..... an area or division, esp. in a country
15. complex! ! ..... a part or piece of something abstract, esp. essential

1. The essay raises a number  of ..................................... and wide-ranging issues that 
cannot be fully addressed here.

2. Jonesʼ new book examines the ..................................... patterns of American 
women shoppers in the immediate post-war period.

3. Without much reliance on primary sources, the argument suffers, as a 
..................................... ,  from a lack of depth.

4. The American South presents a good example of a ..................................... econ-
omy that has had to find ways to innovate in the face of the disappearance of its tradi-
tional economic base.

5. The professor introduced a number of .....................................  principles of eco-
nomics in his first lecture.

6. The report deals with the ..................................... of the disappearance of the East 
coast fishery on the local economy.

7. In the face of American economic and cultural dominance in North American, Cana-
dian cultural studies adopt a nationalistic stance, focussing on what is 
..................................... in Canadaʼs history and culture.

8. The dominant paradigm of the social sciences is a set of ideas called the social 
..................................... of reality, an idea that our common reality is socially produced, 
not naturally given.

9. In addition to studying the activities of individual actors in the social realm, the es-
say examines the role of social ..................................... in shaping practices.

10. The manual discusses a number of ..................................... for teaching languages 
in a foreign context.

11. One of the most popular and accessible books of literary criticism on the novel is 
E. M. Forsterʼs ..................................... of the Novel.

12. This textbook is an introductory survey of the field and is therefore 
..................................... for first year students and non-specialists.

13. The salesman gave us ..................................... assurances that any problems with 
the computer for the one-year term of the warranty would be taken care of.

14. The essay discusses a number of themes ..................................... to our course, 
namely, environmental history, its development, and its future prospects.

15. Researchers have ..................................... a great deal of time in the study of how 
birds are able to migrate considerable distances without any of the navigational aids 
upon which humans must rely.

Academic Wordlist 2 - Match the words (1-15) with their meanings, and then use the appropriate form of the word to complete each sentence.


